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S. L. GULICKÍ1), T.-S. LIUO AND A. C. M. van ROOIJ
Abstract. Let F be a locally compact group and K a Banach space. The left L1^)
module K is by definition absolutely continuous under the composition * if for k e K
there exist f e LX{T),k' e Kviith k =f * k'. If the locally compact Hausdorff space X is a
transformation group over Y and has a measure quasi-invariant with respect to T,
then L*(X) is an absolutely continuous L1(r) module—the main object we study. If
Y<£X is measurable, let LY consist of all functions in L1(X) vanishing outside Y.
For OsT not locally null and B a closed linear subs pace of K, we observe the connection between the closed linear span (denoted La * B) of the elements/* k, with
fe La and k e B, and the collection of functions of B shifted by elements in Ci. As a
result, a closed linear subspace of L1(Y) is an Lz for some measurable Z<=X if and
only if it is closed under pointwise multiplication by elements of L"(X). This allows
the theorem stating that if Clç^T and KÇJTare both measurable, then there is a
measurable subset Z of X such that La * LY= LZ. Under certain restrictions on T,
we show that this Z is essentially open in the (usually stronger) orbit topology on X.
Finally we prove that if Ci and Y are both relatively sigma-compact, and if also
La * Ly^Ly, then there exist Hi and Yx locally almost everywhere equal to Ci and
Y respectively, such that Cl¡ Yx£ Yx; in addition we characterize those Cl and Y
for which La * La = La and La* LY = LY.

1. Introduction. This paper, and the one which follows, arise quite naturally
from our earlier papers [3] and [4]. Let us see how. Take T as a locally compact
group, and L^T) the Banach space of integrable functions on I\ If we let K be an
arbitrary left Fx(r) module, we may inquire what are the left module homomorphisms from L^T) to K. In [3], amongst other things, we give a (not quite complete)
solution to the general question, and then give complete solutions in case K=LP(T),
pe[\, co]. In [4] we assume that F acts on a given locally compact space A' as a
transformation group and that mx is a measure on X quasi-invariant with respect
to T. Then we show that L"(X) may be rendered as a left Fx(r) module, to which
we may ask what are the left module homomorphisms from L\T) to LP(X).
The present investigations start at that point. In this paper we discuss the more
general aspects of Banach spaces K which can be represented as left L1(T) modules.
We denote the module composition by *. We pay particular attention to those
modules whose elements are factorable (i.e., keK implies that there is an
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feL1(Y) and k' e K such that k=f*k').
Such spaces we call absolutely continuous modules. For each element in such a K we can describe the notion of left
shift by elements of Y, and each such shift by a e Y is continuous as a function of a.
A major reason for our study of absolutely continuous modules appears in §3.
For Ocf, let Ln consist of all L\Y) functions vanishing off Ü. If S is a closed
subspace of K, we denote by La * B the closed linear span of elements of the form
/* k,feLa
and ke K. The fundamental Decomposition Theorem 3.2 states that
if £i is not locally null, then any such Ln* B can be approximated by sums of shifts
of B by elements essentially (to be made precise in the text) in Í2. If Fis measurable
in X, and LY has a meaning analogous to La, then Ln * LY may be approximated by
sums of shifts of LY. In particular, Lr *Ln=Lr, the whole space! Together with
Theorem 3.9, which determines that a closed linear subspace of V-(X) is an Lz for
some measurable Zçr X if and only if it is closed under pointwise multiplication
by L"(X), these results allow us to prove in Theorem 3.10 that if Í2S Y and Ts X
are both measurable, then there exists a measurable subset Z of X such that
Ln * LY=LZ. We terminate the section with a sort of counterpart to the decomposition and a corollary of value in later studies.
In the rest of this paper we analyze the set Z occurring above—under the stipulation that if T0 is a sigma-compact open subgroup of Y, then mx(Y0x) > 0 for all xe X.
This condition gives us certain continuity conditions on the convolution which we
utilize, and without the condition Z is unmanageable. It turns out that Z is essentially open—in a certain natural topology which ordinarily is stronger than the
given topology on X. This new topology we call the orbit topology since it is
described in terms of the orbits Yx, xe X, and we discuss it in §4 when we are in
the process of determining Z.
In §5 we study the relationship between the two notions Í2 Fçz y and
Ln*LyçLy.
That ÛFç y implies Ln*LY^LY is true and easy to prove. The
converse would say that if Ln *LY^LY then there exist Cllt Yx l.a.e. equal to Q, Y
respectively, such that Qx Yx^ Yx. It is as yet not known, even if X= Y and Y= £2,
except when Q is relatively sigma-compact [6]. Nevertheless, we prove it when both
Ü and Y are relatively sigma-compact. We conclude the paper by characterizing
those Ü and Y for which La * La—La and La * LY=LY.
2. Setting. We begin the definitions and notations by prescribing 0 to be the
empty set. If A and B ave two sets, then B\A is the complement of A r\ B in B. Let
T be a locally compact group with identity 1, m a left Haar measure on Y, and Lr
the Banach space of integrable functions on Y, with the usual norm || ||i. For
a e Y and feLr

we have the left shift/,, (also in Lr), defined by fa(r) =f(ar),

reY,

and the right shift/" (in Lr), defined by/"(■»-)=/(Ta)A(tr), reY, where A is the
modular function for Y. Forfe Lr we let/' e Lr be defined by/'(T) = A(T " x)/(t " *)•
If Í2sr, we let Ln denote the collection of functions in Lv which vanish almost
everywhere in T\£2.
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Let A' be a locally compact (Hausdorff) space. We say that F acts as a transformation group on X if T is a group of homeomorphisms on X such that the map
T x X-> X defined by (a, x) -> ox, a e F, x e X, is jointly continuous. If mx is a
positive Radon measure on X with the property that if Fç X and mx( Y) = 0, then
mx(oY) = 0 for all ae F, then we say that mx is quasi-invariant. The functions
integrable on A'with respect to mx describe the space Lx, under the usual L1 norm.
For Y^Xandpe
[I, co], L\ = {feLp(X) :/=0 l.a.e. on X\Y}. The characteristic
function of Y^Xis written fr. We abbreviate "almost everywhere" to "a.e.", and
"locally almost everywhere" to "l.a.e." We use the notation Y^Z l.a.e. to mean

that Z\Fis

locally null. Then Y=Z l.a.e. means that Y^Z l.a.e. and Zç Y l.a.e.

For measure-theoretic notations we generally follow [5]. Let Lx denote the
measurable, essentially bounded functions on X. We let / denote an indexing set
(to serve the purpose). We denote by R the additive group of real numbers with the

usual topology.
Throughout the paper K will denote a Banach space, K* the topological conjugate (dual) space under its usual dual norm. For every p. e M(F) and every
bounded continuous map F: F —>K there exists by Proposition 8 of §1 of [1] a
unique element |F dp.e K such that

k*{[Fdp\ = f (k*°F)dy.,

k*eK*.

Further, if Kx is another Banach space and T: K ->- Kx is a continuous linear map,

then ](ToF)dp. = T(]F dp.).
If feLr,
there is a unique p.eM(F)
with dp(o)=f(o)do,
do representing the
element of the left invariant Haar measure. Instead of J"F dp we shall write
¡f(o)F(o) do. Then \\\f(cr)F(o) do\\Z¡r \f(o)\ ■\\F(cr)\\do.
Let A"be a Banach space. We call (K, *) a left Lr-module if ATis a Banach space
over the same scalar field as Lr and if * is a bilinear operation with the following
properties :
(a) *:LrxK->K,

(ß) (f* g) * k=f* (g * k),f geLv,keK,
(y) \\f*k\\ú\\f\\x\\k\\,f,geLr,keK.
We should not confuse the module composition with convolution, even though
they are given by the same symbol. The former acts on Lr x K, and the latter on
Lv x Lr. A simple glance to the right and left of * should tell which space * acts on.
For any Lr-module A' let us denote by K&bsthe space {f*k :feLr,keK}.
Then K^ is a closed submodule of K (Corollary 2.3 of [4]), and (K&b¿)&hs,
= K&bs.
(This follows from the fact thatFr is factorable; see [2].) If A'=A'aba, we say that A'
is absolutely continuous. It is easy to see that if K is absolutely continuous, then for
an approximate identity (ut)ie, in Lv, we have lim, (w¡ * k) = k for each ke K. As
Äabs is closed, the converse is also true.
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If K is absolutely continuous, then every element a e Y defines a unique linear
isometry k^-ka of K onto K such that

f*k

= \f(T)kl^1dr,

(f*k)„ =fa*k,

and f*ka=f*k

(feLr,ke

K,o-eY).

k„ is called the shift of k by a. It is jointly continuous and satisfies (ka)z = k„,
kx=k. We shall omit the proof of these facts. We only mention that ka may be

defined by k„ = linii u¡ * k (k e K).
We defend the terminology "absolutely continuous module" by noting that if
K=M(Y), then p. e M(Y) is absolutely continuous in the conventional sense (with
respect to left Haar measure) if and only if p. e M(Y)Abs.
We describe other examples of Lr-modules, some of which we will find are
absolutely continuous, and others not. To begin with, let T be a locally compact
transformation group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff space X, as described
above. We make Cœ(X) and M(X) into Lr-modules by

/* k(x) = f f(a)k(o-xx) do

(fe Lv, k e Cœ(X), xeX)

f* p.(k)= £ (/' * k) dp.

(fe Lr, p.e M(X), k e C„(X)).

C„>(X) is absolutely continuous ([4, 4.11]) and the shift is given by

ka(x) = k(ax)

(aeY,xeX,ke

In general, M(X) will not be absolutely continuous.

Cœ(X)).
The space M(X)&bB has been

discussed in [7].
Let T act on X as above, and let mx be a quasi-invariant measure on X. The
realization of Lx as the space of all elements of M(X) that are absolutely continuous
with respect to mx makes Lx an absolutely continuous submodule of M(X)
(Theorem 4.11 of [4]). In [4, §4] the authors have constructed a positive measurable
function J on Y x X such that forfe Lr and k e Lx,

f* k(x) = f f(a)k(a-'x)J(o-\
Jr

X)do-

for locally almost all x e X. By means of this / we can make every Lx (1 ^/»^oo)
into an Lr-module by defining

/ * k(x) = Í f(o)k(a - 1x)/(a - \ x)p -l do (l.a.e.xeX)
for all/eLr,
keLpx. As was shown in [4, Theorem 4.11] Lx is absolutely continuous if/><oo. Generally Lx is not. The canonical map CCC(X)-+LX>is a module
homomorphism. In particular, if supp mx = X, CX(X) is an absolutely continuous

submodule of Lx.
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One final note on concrete examples of Lr absolutely continuous modules.
There exist examples for which the composition is not a generalized convolution.
Take A"to be an abelian locally compact group and let F be the character group of

X. ForfeLr

and k e Lx, put/* k =fk.

Absolutely continuous Lr-modules have some inheritance properties. In the
first place, we have already mentioned that closed submodules of absolutely
continuous Fr-modules are themselves absolutely continuous. Next we come to
sums and intersections of absolutely continuous Lr-modules, which we define
forthwith. Let Kx and K2 be Lr-modules and let H be a closed subspace of the
product Kx x K2. We require that (/* kx, f* k2) e H for any feLr, (kx, k2) e H.
The vector spaces H and (A"i x K2)/H are turned into Banach spaces Kx AH K2
and A^ VH K2, respectively, by the definitions

[(¿»M

= max(\\kx\\,\\k2\\),

\\(kx,k2) + H\\ = inf{||/Vi|| + ||Â:2||: k'xe Kx,k'2e K2 and (k'x,k'2) = (kx,k2) +H).
(Kx AHK2 is called the intersection of Kx and A"2; Kx\/HK2 is their sum.)
The proofs of these facts and a general investigation of these Banach spaces
occur in [8]. Carrying on, we render Kx AH K2 and Kx vH A"2as Lr-modules by the
quite natural formulas

/* (kx, k2) = (f* kx,f* k2),

fe Lr, (kx,k2) e H,

f* Pi, k2)+ H] = (f* kx,f* k2)+ H,

feLr, kx e Kx,k2 e K2.

Furthermore, if Kx and K2 are absolutely continuous,
Kx V HK2. In fact, it is simple to compute that
(Kx A„ K2)&ba= Hn

then so are KXAHK2 and

{(kx, k2) : kx e (Kx\ba, k2 e (AT2)abJ,

(Kx VH A-2)abs = {(kx, k2) + H:kxe

(Kx)&bs, k2 e (K2\ba).

If we wish to investigate the dual A'* of an Lr-module K, a natural composition

is defined by

(/* k*)k = k*(f * k),

feLr, keK,k*e K*,

and endowed with it, K* is an Lr-module. We have already used this formula to
define a module structure on M(X) = C„o(A")*.In general, K* will not be absolutely
continuous, even if K is. For example, take K=LX where X=F = R. Then K is
absolutely continuous, while K*=LX(X) is not. On the other hand, if we use the
criterion for absolute continuity of K that K must be factorable, then an application
of the Hahn-Banach theorem shows us that if K is not absolutely continuous, then
under no circumstance can A"* be. In fact K is absolutely continuous if and only if
A'* is order-free. (An Lr-module K is said to be order-free if for each ke K,f*k = 0
for all/eFr
implies k = 0.) For a corollary we observe that all reflexive order-free
modules are absolutely continuous and have absolutely continuous duals.
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3. A decomposition theorem and its consequences. Before we can give the
decomposition theorem in the form we desire, we must have a preliminary discussion. Assume that X is locally compact and Hausdorff and has a positive
Radon measure mx. For a measurable set Y we define the two operators / and d as

follows:
IY — {xe X : there exists a measurable neighborhood

V of x such that mx(V\ Y) = 0},
dY = {xe X : for every measurable neighborhood

Kof x, mx(VC\ Y) > 0}.

The operators / and d are not new; they have been discussed in [6]. Their more
elementary properties are :

Y°^iY=(iY)°^dY=(Cl(dY))^

Y, iY^ Yl.a.e., and Y^dYl.a.e.

o(i Y) = i(o Y) and o(dY) = d(o Y) for every a e Y.

F£ F' l.a.e. implies ¡YçIY' and dY^dY'.
Verbally, i Y is an open set containing the interior of Y, while dY is a closed set
contained in the closure of Y.
In particular, the operators d and / are defined in Y itself. One of the basic
properties of d is the following.
3.1. Lemma. Let Cl^Y be measurable, y e d£l. Then Lr contains an approximate
identity (Ui)ieI such that ||w¿||i = 1 and (M¡)y_1eLafor every i.

Proof. For /we take the net of all compact neighborhoods of 1 e Y, made into a
directed set by the definition ^>x<(f>2,if O^^aV For í> e / let
"* = KOnííy-1)]"1^,-..
(Note that w(<Dn Qy -x) # 0 because yedd.)

Then (w«)"" ' e Ln and ||u* || x= 1. Take

feLr, £>0. The set Q\ = {crEr : ||/ff-i—f\\ <e} is a neighborhood of 1 e Y. It
is now easy to see that \\(u^ */)—/||i<£
for all <5el such that Oç(51. In fact, for
such 3>,

II("»*/)-/||i

=

IIJr

"«OO/V1da-

Jr

u9(a)fda

^ J M.(a)||/,-i-/||tfo<«.
Let 5 be a closed linear subspace of an absolutely continuous Lr-module K. For
a e Y we denote {ka : ke B} by /?„. For Qçz r measurable we indicate by La * B the

closed linear subspace of K generated by {/* k : feLn, k e B}. If Y= Xand B^LX
let £'={/' eLx:fe
B). In particular, if Fç X= T, then LY-i * Ln-i = (Ly)' * (Ln)'
= (Ln * Ly)' by direct computation.
Now we are ready for the decomposition

3.2. Module

decomposition

theorem.

theorem.

module over LT. For any measurable fief

Let K be an absolutely continuous
and any closed subspace BofKwe

Ln*B = Cl(2

Wan

B°-\

/

have
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Proof. Let a edd and ke B. By Lemma 3.1 there is an approximate identity
(ut)ie, in Lr such that (u¡f ~1 eLn for every /. Then k„ -i = lim¡ ((i/¡)" ~1 *k)eLn*
B.

Thus Cl (2<,ed£2
Ba-i)çLa

* B. Conversely, let/eFn,

ke B. For locally almost all

t e D, we have r e dCi, so that for these r, kz-i e Cl (2ffe<inA»-1)-10 other words,
¿e5
implies kz-^ eC\(2aednBff-i)
for locally almost every t e Cl. Take any
¿* e K* such that ¿*=0on^6dOÄJ-1.
Then k*(f * k) = ¡vf(°)k*(k0 -1) <fo= 0 for all

feLn, keB, with the result that k* =0 onLa*B. Thus Fn * 5sCl (Z«<in B„-i).
We mention that without the hypothesis of absolute continuity on K the conclusion may be invalid. Take, for example, F=X=R.
Let B = K=LX. Then for
each o e F, B„-^=LX, while Ln* B is the collection of uniformly continuous
functions on X.
Several consequences follow directly.

3.3. Corollary.

Ln * B=Ldn * B.

Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 concern the case where T is a transformation group
acting on A"and A"is endowed with a quasi-invariant measure. For K"ç Xmeasurable
and a e P we have (LY)a-^=LaY. Thus

3.4. Corollary.

If YS X is measurable, then Ln*LY = Cl (J,oedc¡L„Y).

3.5. Corollary.
Let Y and Z be measurable subsets of X and let Ln * LY<=,LZ.
Then
(i) For every o e dCl, oY^Z l.a.e.

(ii) dCl dY^ dZ, so that ifLn is a subalgebra ofLr, then dClis a subsemigroup ofF.
(iii) dCîiYÇ: iZ, so that ifLn is a subalgebra ofLr, then ¡Cl is a subsemigroup ofF.

If, in addition, X= F, then also
(iv) For every o-edY, Clo^Z l.a.e.

(v) iCldY^iZ.
Proof. By the preceding corollary, if a e dil, then LaYSFZ, so that oY^Z

l.a.e.,

proving (i). Then o(dY) = d(oY)^dZ, and o(i Y) = ¡(a Y) s iZ, thus proving both
(ii) and (iii). Parts (iv) and (v) follow from (i) and (ii) via the formulas
Ly-i *Fn-i

= (Ly)' * (Ln)' = (La*LY)'

£ (Lz)' = Lz-i.

For later use we file away yet another consequence.
3.6. Corollary.

//ûçT

¡s measurable and not locally null, then Lv * Ln = Lr.

Proof. Since Q is not locally null, dd^ 0, so let r e dCl. Then

(Lr * Ln)' = (Ln)' * (Lr)' = La-i * Lv = Cl ( 2 L"-'A = L,-ir = Lv.
\ttedCi

I

The space B employed in the last two corollaries has been contained in Lx. For
a moment let us switch our attention to CY, the collection of all functions
k e Cx^A") which vanish outside Y. Then we have
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3.8. Corollary.

If Y is open in X, then La * CY= Cídn)Y.
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Proof. Since evidently Cl (Joedn CaY)S CidCl)Y,we need only prove the opposite
inclusion. To this end, let feC(da)Y with compact support. Since Y is open and
supp/is
compact, there exist ru ..., t„ edil such that supp/ç(J?=
x rtY. By
using a partition of unity one can construct f,..
.,fn e C(X) with 2"=i/t=/> such
that each/j

has compact

support contained

in rtF. Then/e

2?=i Ctly c2oe<¡n CaY.

Because of Corollary 3.8, we quite involuntarily might conjecture that at least
when Y is open in X, then LQ * LY=Lidn)Y. In fact this is true, but the proof is by
no means trivial. First we show that La * LY is an Lz for an appropriate Z. For
completeness we prove the following theorem.
3.9. Theorem. Let mx be a positive Radon measure on a locally compact space X.
Let B be a closed linear subspace ofLx. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There is a measurable set Z^X such that B = LZ.
(b) For all k e B and j e Lx, kj e B (i.e., B is a module over LX(X) under pointwise multiplication).

Proof. The implication (a) to (b) is evident. Now assume (b). By Theorem 11.39
of [5] there exists a family !F of disjoint compact subsets of X such that for every
U which is open in A'and has finite measure, {FeíF; mx(U n F)>0} is countable,
and such that X\[J J5" is locally null. It follows that a set Fç Xis measurable if and
only if Y n Fis measurable for every Fe^.
For each Fe !F let 3CF= { Y^F: Y is
measurable and fy 6 B). Consequently,
(a) If Yu Y2,...

is a sequence in 9CF,then U"=i

Yn e &w

(ß) If a measurable set Fis contained in an element of 3CF,then YeSCF.
By (a) for every F there exists aZFe3Cr such that mx(ZF) = sup {mx( Y) : Ye 3CF}.
Then Z = \J {ZF : Fe^}
is measurable by the comments above, and is the subset
of X we desire. Now we show that B=LZ. Inasmuch as both B and Lz are closed
modules over Lx under pointwise multiplication,
it suffices to show that

{Fç X : ÇYe B}= {Fç X : fy e Lz}. To show it, first let fY e Lz and assume that
Y^Z everywhere. Then for every Fe^we
have F n FçZ n F=ZF, so that by
(ß), Yn FeSCF. Thus £YnFe B. Since Fis of finite measure, there can exist only
countably many F e & such that mx( Yr\F)>0.
Hence fY = 2 {frnf : Fe&}eB.
On the other hand, let f Ye B. For each F e !F, ÇYnF= ÇYÇFe B, so that Y r\ F eS£F.
Then (YC\ F)\J ZFe3CF by (a). It follows that mx((Y n F) u ZF)^mx(ZF).
Hence, Y n F^ZF a.e., which means that Y^Z l.a.e., and £YeLz.
In 3.10-3.13, T is again a group of homeomorphisms of a space X on which we
have a quasi-invariant measure mx.

3.10. Theorem. For any measurable DçT
set Z^X such that La*LY=Lz.

and Y^X there exists a measurable
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Proof. Since each LaY is a module over Lx, for oedCl, this means
Cl (20e(in LGY)=La * LY is also an Lx module.
We now arrive at the proposition promised following Corollary 3.8.

3.11. Corollary.

that

IfCl ç F is measurable and YÇ X is open, then La * LY=L(dmY.

Proof. Let Z be as in the preceding theorem. Since Y is open, Y<=iY. By Corol-

lary 3.5(iii), dClY^dCliY^iZ. Since always iZ^Z l.a.e., we have (dCl)Y^Z l.a.e.
On the other hand, Ln * LY^LidmY, so that Z^(dCl)Y
Z = (dCl)Yl.a.e., which is what we needed to prove.
With an added hypothesis we can go a step further.
3.12. Theorem.

Let Í2^T

be measurable

and Y^X

l.a.e. Consequently,

open, and assume that

Ln * LY^LY. Then there exist an Cl'çF and an open Y'^X such that Cl'= Cl l.a.e.

and Y' = Y l.a.e., and Cl'Y'&Y'.

Proof. Let Cl'= Cl n dCland Y' = iY. Then Cl'= Cll.a.e. and Y'= Y l.a.e. By the
preceding corollary, LumY,=La * LY^LY,

so that (dCl')Y'^

Y' l.a.e. Note that

since Y' is open, (dCl')Y' is also open. Then Cï Y' ^(dCl')Y' Zi{(dCl')Y'}^iY'
= i(iY) = iY=Y'.
There is a companion to this corollary—for
demonstrate.

Y closed in X—which we presently

3.13. Theorem. Let ûçT ¿e measurable and Y^X closed, and assume that
Ln*LY^LY.
Then there exist a set Cl'^F and a closed set fçl
such that

Q' = Q l.a.e. and Y'=Y l.a.e., and Cl'Y' £ Y'.
Proof. Let Cl'= Cl n dCl and Y' = dY. By assumption, the Z of Theorem 3.10
has the property that Zg Y l.a.e. Thus dZ^dY, whereupon Cl'Y'^dCldY^dZ
^dY= Y', by an application of Corollary 3.5(h).
Theorem 3.10 says that if we are given measurable sets OçT and Y^X, then
the collection of all ke Lx such that keLn* LY can be represented as Lz for an
appropriately chosen Zçl;
sometimes—at least when Y is open—we can describe
Z in a simple form merely in terms of Cl and Y. Now let us turn the question
around. Suppose we are given once again measurable sets ÜgT and Y^X, but
this time we are interested in the collection of all ke Lx such that La * k^LY. We
will show that this collection forms an Lz and we will describe Z in terms of Cl

and Y.
First we have a preliminary proposition, a kind of counterpart to the Decomposition Theorem.
3.14. Theorem. Let K be an absolutely continuous module over LT. Also let
Clç T be measurable and let B be a closed linear subspace of K. Then

{keK:Ln*k^B}=

f] B„.
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Proof. Let La * k£ B and a e dû.. Then, by Lemma 3.1, there is an approximate
identity (ut)ie, in Lr with (utf ~1 e Ln for every / e I. This means that

/Vff-i= lim¡ (i/f_1 * k) e B, so that k e Ba, which therefore holds for all a e dû.. On
the other hand, let k e r)asdn Ba and let k* e K* with the property that k* = 0 on B.

Then k*(ka-i) = 0 for locally almost all o-eü. Thus, for any/ELn,
= Srf(a)k*(ka-i)

k*(f*k)

da = 0. Since this is true for all k* e K* which vanish on B, we

obtain/* ke B. Consequently, LQ*k^B.
We turn to more concrete examples.
3.15. Theorem. Let iiçT and 7çJ
be measurable, A={xeX:
axe Y for
locally almost all a e Q.}. Then A is measurable and LA = {k eLx : Ln * k^LY} for
every p e [1, oo].
Proof. First letp=l.
Inasmuch as C\<¡^áa(LY)a = f\aedClLG-^Y is a module over
Lx under pointwise multiplication, the space {keLx : Ln* k^LY} is of the form

Lz, by Theorem 3.9. All we need to prove, then, is that if D is compact in X, then
DçZ a.e. if and only if D^A a.e. Therefore let D<^A a.e. This means that
{ae Í2 : axe X\Y} is locally null for almost all xe D, so that for any compact

subset <I>of Q,
0 =
=

Jx

£D(x)

Jr

£o(CT)

t*(a)£x\Y(ax)

ÇD(x)t;x\Y(ax)dxda

= j U(a)m(D n a-\X\Y))
Therefore

mx(D n a~1(X\Y))=0

da dx

da.

for locally almost all oeCi.

By the quasi-

invariance of mx, 0 = mx(oD n (X\Y)) = ix\Y(iaD) = ^x\Y[(iD)a-i] for locally almost
all a e O. Now (£D)a-'- depends continuously on a, so that ¡x\Y[($D)a-1] = (j f°r all
a e dil. In other words aedü. implies that oD^ Y l.a.e., so that ÇDe r)aedCi L0-iY

and D^Z a.e. Since the procedure is reversible, D^Z a.e. implies that D^A a.e.,
and the case /»= 1 is completed.
Next, let pe(l,co).
By Theorem 3.14, {k eLpx : Ln * k^LY} = C\asdaLp^Y,
which in turn is {keLpx : \k\p er)aedC1La-iY}. However, C\aEdnr-!,-^Y=LA by the
first part of the proof, so the collection is none other than LPA.For /»= oo, we obtain
{k e L<°(X) : Ln * k<=L?}= f)aeda L?-iY = {k e L™(X) : k£D e C\qsdÇiLP->Y for
every compact D^X} = {keL'°(X) : ki;DeLA for every compact D^X}=LA.
4. The orbit topology and its consequences. From now on Y is a group of homeomorphisms of X on which there is a quasi-invariant measure mx. We borrow the
next two theorems from [4]. After that we shall assume throughout the rest of the
paper that Y and X satisfy any and hence all the conditions of Theorem 4.1.

4.1. Theorem. The following three conditions are equivalent:
(a) If D^X is compact and mx(D) = 0, and if aeX, then oa$ D for locally
almost every oeY.
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(b) If 3>Ç T is a Borel set with positive measure, then for all aeX, <5a has
positive outer measure.
(c) Let T0 be an open a-compact subgroup of F. Then for every a e X, F0a is
measurable and wz(roa) > 0.

(We note that such T0 exists in every case: every compact neighborhood of 1
generates an open or-compact group.) The proof of this theorem is contained in

5.6 and 5.7 of [4].
The conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied if X is a factor space of F and the
action of T on A'is the natural one [4, remark made immediately before 5.8].
4.2. Theorem. Let aeX. For a e F let 7r0(<r)= aa. Then -na is a continuous open
map ofF onto Fa. Further, Fa is the intersection of a closed and open set in X, and
therefore is measurable (see 5.10 o/[4]).

Next we let ¿£\X) be the collection of functions on X which are integrable
(Lx still denotes the space of all classes of integrable functions that are a.e. equal),

and similarly for JS?°°.Forfe Sf\F) and k e ä"°(X) we put
(fok)(x)

= ^f(o)k(o-iX)do

for all x e X for which the integral exists. Manifestly, iffufa e £f\F)
then /i o k =/2 ° k.
4.3. Theorem.

Theorem 4.1:
Iffe &\F)

andfx =f2 a.e.,

The following condition is equivalent to each of those stated in

and kx, k2 e Se"(X) and if kx = k2 l.a.e., then /° kx and fo k2 are

defined everywhere on X, andfo

kx=fo

k2.

Proof. First we show that the above condition implies (a) of Theorem 4.1. Let
D be compact in X with mx(D) = 0, and let a e X. By our assumption,

0 = (fo $D)(a)= jfWM*-1*)

da for all/e &\F).

But this just says that o~1a$ D for locally almost all oeF, which is (a). Now we
utilize (b) of Theorem 4.1 to prove the above condition. We need only take
keSex(X) such that k=0 l.a.e., and show that for each fe£ex(F) and aeX,
(fok)(a) = 0. By the contrapositive
of (b), k(a'ia) = 0 l.a.e. in F. Thus
(fo k)(a) = $rf(o)k(o-ia) da=0.
The importance of Theorem 4.3 is that we may consider f° k as defined for
fe Lr, keL%, rather than for/e ^(F), k e 3"B(X)—providing the pair F and X
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. We define Lr ° Lx as {/° k : fe Lr, keLx}.
Let Cl be a measurable subset of F and Y a measurable subset of X. By Theorem
3.9 we know there exists a measurable subset Z of X such that La * LY=LZ. In
order to give an explicit form to a Z for which La * LY=LZ, we make use of two
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entities, one a topology on A'which is customarily different from the given topology,
and the second a set Tin X which is directly related to the convolution and which
we will show is locally the same as Z. Hereafter we designate the original topology
on X by ¿F. We begin by discussing the new topology on X, which we denote by 0.
It is described in terms of the orbits Yx of the elements x in X.
4.4. Definition. A basis for the topology G consists of sets of the form
{<t>x: O open in Y, x e X). We call this topology the orbit topology (on X).
The fact that the collection just described forms a basis for a bona fide topology
on X is immediate. 6 is a natural analog of ¡F, in the sense that &~ is generated by
the sets of the form {aU : a eY, U open in X}. However, the two topologies need
not be identical. For an example, let R be the additive group of reals with the
usual topology, and let Y = R and X=R u {co} the one-point compactification of
R. Let 8œ be the point mass at oo and let mx be defined by

mx( Y) = m(R n Y) + So0(Y),

for any Borel set F in X.

Define the action of Y on X by
(a, x) —>x + a, x e R, a e T,
(a, co) —>co, a e Y.

This system satisfies the conditions mentioned in Theorem 4.1. The set {co} is not
open in ¿7~,while {oo}= T{oo} is both closed and open in 0.
Let us nail down a few of the properties of 0.

4.5. Lemma, (i) 0 is at least as fine as 3~.
(ii) For each xe X, 0 coincides with J~ on Tx.

Proof, (i) If U is a neighborhood of a in &~,then there is an open set i> S Y such
that Oaçzf/ since the map (a, x) —>ax is jointly continuous. But <t>ais a <Sneighborhood of a. To prove (ii) let O be open in Y, and a e X. By Theorem 4.2,
the map ira: Y -h» Ya is ^"-open, so we are done.
Lemma 4.5 yields two characterizations of 0. We assume henceforth that T0 is
an open sigma-compact subgroup of Y.
(i) U^X is 0-open if and only if for each xe X, the set {a e Y : ax e U} is
open in Y.
(ii) t/£ X is 0-open if and only if for each xe X, Un Y0x is relatively open in

r„x.
We push on with the characteristics

of 0.

4.6. Lemma, (i) Let U^X be 3~-open and a e X. Then either Un Y0a= 0 or
mx(Ur\ r»>0.
(ii) Every set with finite outer measure in X intersects only countably many
Y0-orbits.
(iii) Every ^-compact set is a union of countably many G-compact sets.

Proof, (i) Assume that U n r0a# 0. Since T0 is sigma-compact and (o-,x) -> ax
is continuous, Y0a is sigma-compact; thus U n roa is measurable. There is an
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open set 4>e F0 such that Oaç U. Thus <ba^(U n F0a). Using Theorem 4.1(c), we
have 0< mx(<&a)^ mx(U n F0a).
To prove (ii), let Yç X be of finite outer measure. Since X is locally compact
there is an open set U such that í/2 Y and mx(U) < oo. By (i), mx(U n Fç,x) > 0 for
every xeX such that Un Fox^0.
Then there can be only countably many

orbits F0x with U n r0x# 0, and (ii) is proved.
For (iii), let flçl
be ^"-compact. By (ii) there exists a sequence (jc„) in Xsuch
that D = (Jñ=i (D n FoXn). But T0 is by definition sigma-compact in F, whence
F0xn is sigma-compact in X, so that D n F0xn is sigma-compact in (X, 3~).
Inasmuch as the original and 0-topology coincide on each Fxn, (iii) is also proved.
By Lemma 4.6(iii), F and 0 have the same sigma-compact sets so the notion of
l.a.e. is the same with respect to both topologies.
In the next two propositions we show that 0 is a legitimate topology to work
with, with respect to F and mx.
4.7. Lemma. Every 0-open set U is mx-measurable, andifU^

0, then mx(U) > 0.

Proof. Let U be 0-open in X. By 11.31 of [5] we only need to show that U n V
is measurable for every Fç A'that is open in the ^"-topology and has finite measure.
Since Kis automatically 0-open, we may assume that U=U n V. At least we know
that U has finite outer measure. Now we show it is measurable. By Lemma 4.6(h),
there is a sequence xx, x2,... such that U=\J™=X (ß n ÏVO- Since U is 0-open
and y and 0 coincide on F0x, for each n there is an ^"-open Wn^X such that
Un F0xn=Wnn
F0xn. Then U=\J?=x(Wn
n F0xn), which is measurable. To
show that if £/# 0 then mx(U)>0, we let x e U and find a ^"-open F in A' such
that x e V n F0x= U n F0x. By (i) of Lemma 4.6, mx(U)^mx(V n F0x) >0.
We remark that Lemma 4.7 says that if i> is open in F and x e X, then mx(Q>x)> 0.
4.8. Theorem. (X, 0) is locally compact, and F acts as a transformation group on
(X, 0). Furthermore, mx is a quasi-invariant Radon measure on (X, 0).

Proof. Since each Fx is, in the ^"-topology, the intersection of an open and a
closed subset of X by Theorem 4.2, it is locally compact. But Fx is 0-open, so 0
is a locally compact topology for X. To show that F acts as a transformation group
on (X, (9), we note that a ê F implies a is an 0-homeomorphism. Now we show that
(a, x) -*■ox is 0-jointly continuous. Let (o-,a) be fixed in Txl
and U an 0neighborhood of oa. Straight from the definition of 0, there is a neighborhood <S?
of
1 in T such that o-(<I><I>)aç
U. Then o-d), <ba are neighborhoods of o, a respectively,

and ((rí>)(í>a)cl/.
Finally we prove that mx is a Radon measure on (A", 0). We denote by m* and
m%the outer and inner measure respectively of mx. Let F be any subset of X. Since
every ^"-open set is 0-open,

m*(Y) = inf {mx(Z) : Y S Z, Z-T-open}

^ inf {m*(Z) : Y^Z,Z

0-open} ^ m*(Y).
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so we may write mx(Z)

instead of m*(Z). Thus m*(Y)=inf{m(Z) : Y^Z, Z G-open}. On the other hand,
every 0-compact set in X is ^"-compact, while every ^"-compact set is the union
of an increasing sequence of C-compact sets. Therefore for any YsX,
w*( F) = sup {m(D) : D £ X and D 0-compact}. The formulas for m* and m* yield
mx—the same as mx with respect to the original topology— a Radon measure with
respect to G. Thus mx is quasi-invariant with respect to G.
4.9. Lemma, (i) G is the weakest topology on Xfor which LroLx^
C(X).
(ii) G=$~ if and only if for each compact T£T and each relatively &'-compact
measurable D^X, the map x -»■m{a eT : a~1x e D] is continuous.

Proof. Let a e X and let / e Lr, k e Lx. Then for each a e Y,

(fok)(aa)

= jrf(r)k(T-'aa)dr

= (fa°k)(a).

But the shift in Lv is continuous, and ira : Y -> Ya is an open map, so on the orbit
Ya,f° k is (^-continuous. Since a is arbitrary and Ya is f-open,/° k is (^-continuous
and for the topology G on X, Lv <>
Lx £ C(X). Conversely, let U be an C-neighbor-

hood ofaeX.

We shall find/eLr

and keLx

such that/° k(a)^0 and/%

= 0 on

X\U; this proves that Lr° Lx £ C(X) can not hold for any topology that is strictly
weaker than G. Since Y acts as a transformation group on (X, G) there is a neighborhood <Pof 1 6 T such that m(<l>)<oo and Q>a£ U. Then there is an 0-open, hence
measurable, set Z£A" such that aeZ and Î>Z£ E/. Then f«eLr and izeLx.
Clearly i<ioÇz = OonX\U,andÇv°Çz(a)

= m{oe<S>:a-1aeZ}>0,{ae<ï>:o-1aeZ}

being an open neighborhood of 1 in Y.
Now we prove (ii). We note that if Y£T is compact and />£ X is relatively
compact,
then
ivo ÇD(x)= m{o eY : a~xxe D}, so that
the assumption
Lr ° Lx £ C(X) implies the condition. To prove the converse it suffices to consider
any compact set Y£T and any measurable set F£Ar and show that £v ° £Y is
continous at any given a e X. To that end, we note that xV'1a is compact in X, so
that there is a D, compact in X, whose interior contains T-1^. Let Wbea neighbor-

hood of a such that xV~1WçD, and let Q = D n Y.lfyeW,
&°{Q(y)

= mioeW

= m{aeY:

: o-1yeQ}

a-^ye

= m{aeY:

Y nf-'lf}

a^ye

= m^eV

then

Q nf-'lf}

: a'^e

Y} = (f„ o £y)(j>).

Consequently, on IF, fTo |y = f¥o £Q. Since Q is relatively compact and Y is
compact, the hypothesis that x->{i»eY
: ct_1jc6 Q} be continuous merely says
that if o ÇQis continuous on X, and hence on W. Therefore, |? ° |y is continuous on
IF, and hence at a. Since a was arbitrary, ^T ° ¿jYis continuous, as desired.
In the proofs of the theorems which we are leading up to, we employ the Gcontinuity of functions f° k. What will especially interest us are the sets where
various /o k are nonzero, which we know to be 0-open via Lemma 4.9(i). Let

Ü£T and F£X be measurable.
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4.10. Definition. Let T={xeX:
there exist $^r,
D^X each with finite
measure, such that OsQ l.a.e. and flç y l.a.e., and such that (i^o fD)(x)>0}.
We begin discussing T by proving a lemma connecting o and *.
4.11. Lemma, (i) xeT if and only if there exist compact sets O' ^ Cl and O'sl
such that (>¿V° £D)(y)>0.
(ii) Let <P£T a«*/ D^Xbe compact. Then
Í« * £D > 0

/.a.e. o« {x e A1: (£s o £D)(x) > 0},

£* * Cd = 0

/.a.e. oh {x e X: (f « ° £D)(x) = 0}.

Proof, (i) The "if" part is trivial. Now assume xeT. Let O, D be as in the
definition of T. By Theorem 4.3 and finite measures of 3> and D we may assume
<£>^Cl and DçF,
and also that O, Z) are sigma-compact. Let 3>i, <I>2,... and

Dx, D2,... be compact sets such that 0 = U"=i Q\, Z>= U"=i A.- Then
0 < (£. « ?D)(*) = w({a e <D: o--1* e /)}) = «((J

{a e Q\ : *-*x 6 dA

\fc,n

/

It follows that for some k and n, m({o e <Dfc: a ~ *x e /)„}) > 0. Put O' = Q\, />' = Z>n,

and we have (¿V o f D.)(x) > 0.
(ii) For/e Lr and keLx,we have (see §2) that/* fc(x) = ¡rf(a)k(<* ~ xx)J(o ~1,x)da
for locally almost every x. It follows that for l.a.e. x, (i9 * £D)(x)= 0 if and only if
£<t(a)£D(a~1x)= 0 l.a.e. on I\ This proves (ii).
4.12. Lemma, (i) T is 0-open, and hence measurable.

(ii) T&QY.
(iii) La *LY^LT.

Proof. Since each /» k is 0-continuous, T is 0-open, and by Lemma 4.7, T is
measurable, so we have (i) sewed up. To prove (ii), we note that if x $ ClY, then for
any <£><=Cl
and Zç

Y with finite measure,

0 = /r Ç<t.(o){z(o~1x) a"cr=f4° £z(x), so

x £ T. Finally, we prove that Ln * LY^LT. Since for any compact sets T^ Cl and
Z)Ç F, fy * |D is 0 a.e. on X\T (see Lemma 4.11(h)), we have £v * £DeLT. But
Ln * LY is generated by convolutions of such functions. Thus Ln * LY<=LT.
Next we see how T is affected by the operators d and i (see the beginning of §3).
Of course a"and /' depend upon the topology of X. If we consider a1and i with respect
to the 0-topology, we will denote them by do and iß. In 3~ we will just use the plain
d and i. Now we produce a lemma closely associated with Corollary 3.5.
4.13. Lemma, (i) dCldoY is contained in the O-closure of T.

(ii) dClicY^T.
Proof. To prove (i), note that La * LYc.LT. Hence (dCl)(doY)sd®Tby Corollary
3.5(h). Further, daT lies in the 0-closure of T. Now we prove (ii). Let aedCl and
a e ieY and let D be a 0-compact neighborhood of a such that mx(D\Y) = 0. In
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addition let O be a neighborhood of the identity in Y of finite measure and such that
<D-1c7£Z). Inasmuch as r e ctO n Q implies that r~1aa e 3>_1a£/), we have the
following inequalities:
(fr*n£2 ° ÎDr,Y)(°à) =

frOnnOOfcnrÎT-

1ao) dr

Jr

(by Theorem 4.3)

=

L<¡,nn(T){D(T~1aa)

^

L<t,rsn(-r) dr

> 0

d-T

(since a e dQ)

so that aa e T.

4.14. Theorem. Ln*LY=LT.
Proof. In the first place, La * LY^LT by Lemma 4.12(iii). To prove the reverse
inclusion, we refer to the measurable Z£ X for which Ln * LY=LZ (Theorem 3.9).
Let us prove that 7£ i0Z. To begin, let aeT. Then there are compact sets <5£ Í2
and D ç Y such that (¿„ o £D)(a)> 0. If U= {x e X : (U ° £d)(x) > 0}, then U is an
(^-neighborhood of a, and since £$° fn>0 on U, we must have t/£Z l.a.e. Thus

a e ißZ. Consequently 7£/<pZ£Z l.a.e., so that Lr£Lz=L£2 * Ly.
5. Vanishing modules. The central problem we tackle in this section is the
relationship between the two expressions QY^ Y and Ln *Lr£Ly. They look as
though they ought to be related ; perhaps they are even equivalent. However, even
at the outset trouble looms, because OF£ F is set-theoretic and Ln *Ly£Ly is
measure-theoretic. Nevertheless, let us work on the problem and see what we can
harvest.

5.1. Theorem. If£lY^Y,thenLn*LY^LY.
Proof. Straightforward from the convolution formula (see §2).
That was simple. However, the converse of Theorem 5.1 is by no means so simple,
even if X= Y. A conjecture arose in [10] that if Í2£ Y is relatively sigma-compact in
T, and if Ln* Ln^Ln, then there exists an Q'£r
such that rl' = Q. a.e. and
D'Q'£Í2'. Finally this was proved in [6]. For Q. which is not relatively sigmacompact the answer is yet unknown, so far as we can determine. Consequently the
extension from subalgebras of Lr to submodules of Lx can be expected to bring
great difficulty.
A subalgebra Ln of Lr with the property that Ln *Ln^Ln has been christened a
vanishing algebra [10], since it vanishes outside Í2. A subspace LY of Lx with the
property that for a specific Ln in Lr one has Ln*Ly£Ly
might be called a
vanishing submodule of Lx. In our proposition we refer to symbolic notation for
clarity and simplicity.
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5.2. Theorem. Let ÛÇT and YçX be measurable relatively sigma-compact
sets. Then there exist £20—T and Y0^Xsuch that Cl0= Cl a.e., and Y0= Ya.e., and
such that Cl0Y0= T.

Proof. For the present we assume that Cl and 7 are relatively compact. For each
xeX, let Yx = {aeF : o--1xe Y}. If <1>is any compact neighborhood of 1 e F,

define/d,y and g»>n by

U.rix) = m(Yxn <D)//m(<D),

xeX,

g*A°) = mbj-iQ. n <P)/m(cD), „ g r.
First we note that/a.y
we have

and g4,n are measurable. Given any measurable set Zsl,

Jz [£y(x)-fa.Y(x)] dx = -^

£ £ [|y(x) - fYx(o)]do dx

\£y(x)-Çoy(x)\ dx
h)LdaL

m(<J>)

l¥)j^mx(Zn(YAoY))do

m(Q>)
^ sup mx( YAo Y),

where A is used to denote the symmetric difference of sets. Thus ||fy—/*,y||i
^ 2 supff69 mx( YAo Y). Similarly, || $n—g9>a|| x ^ 2 supff64 m(ClAClo"1). Since O and 7
are relatively compact, the functions a —>-mx(YAoY) and a—>m(C2AQ(7-1) are
continuous at 1 by Corollary 3.6 of [4]. Hence, for every e>0 there exists a neighborhood <£ of 1 such that ||fy-/»,y||i<e
and \\Çn-go,n\\i<eNow we drop the condition that O and Y be relatively compact. By the hypotheses,
there exist increasing sequences (Cln)neN and ( irn)neWof relatively compact sets in
T and X respectively such that £2= Un ^n and F=Un Yn. For each n we may
choose a compact neighborhood
Q\ of 1 such that \\£nn—g<tn.nn\\i^n~2 and

IIfyn-/*„.y„ IIi ^ n -2. Since 0 S I -/,„.y ^ 1-/*„,y„, we obtain

|[l-/*n,y]fyji

= \\[l-f*n,Yn]ÍYn\U
á l|fy„-/*„,y„l|i¿ ""2.

It follows that limn{[l—/nn-y]|yn}

= 0 a.e., so that limnf<tn¡Y=l

a.e. on Y. In the

same way one can prove that limngan.n=l
a.e. on Cl.
We have set the stage for £20and Y0. Let Q0 = {cte Cl : hn\ng<tnyCi(o)=1}, and let
Y0= {xe Y : limn/Cny = l}. Then Cl0= Cl a.e. and Y0= Y a.e. We already know
from Lemma 4.12(h) that T^Cl0Y0. To prove the opposite inclusion, let a e Cl0,
y e Y0. There is an n such thatfi,n¡Y(y) > \ and g»„,n(o-) > i- If we let <t>= i>n then <1>
is a neighborhood of 1 in F such that m(o~ 1£2n$)> ^w(O) and wx( yv n 4>)> |m(<I>).

Then
wi(<Dnff-'ûn

7„) = m(<Dn a-^

+ i«^

n F^-miO

> im(0) + im(<l>)-OT(<I))= 0.

n (a"1 £2 u 7^))
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Thus

i,4nß» iV^nrfaO

- ™(a<D
nûn(rVn
= m(a<t>n (fl»-^)«,

Y)ay)
n Í2 n Fffl/)

= m(o-$ n Í2 n FffJ
= m(0 n cj-1^ n Yy)

>0,
which means that aj e T, because íJtna

eLa and f*-ij,nr

eLy.

5.3. Theorem. Leí Ü£T a«c/ F£X be measurable relatively sigma-compact
sets. Assume also that Ln *LY^LY. Then there exist Í2i£r and YX^X such that
^ = 0. a.e. and YX=Y a.e., and such that Ox Yx£ Yx.

Proof. By the preceding theorem, í¿0F0 = r. In view of the assumption
La*LY^LY and the identity Ly=LYq, Theorem 4.14 tells us that 7"£ F0 l.a.e.
Since T is C-open, Tçie>Y0. But then (dü0)TsT by Lemma 4.13(h). Now let
O1 = O0ndO0
and YX=Y0\JT.
Then i21 = Q l.a.e.,
YX=Y l.a.e., and
Ox Fj £ O0 F0 u (c/Q0)T£ T£ Y1.
We mention that Theorem 5.3 generalizes Theorem 4.3 of [6]. We do not know
if we may eliminate the sigma-compactness hypothesis. Under certain circumstances—when Y is either open or closed—we can, as demonstrated in Corollaries

3.12 and 3.13.
As might be expected, if we further restrict our attention to those Q.£ Y and
Y^X for which La * LY=LY, we can furnish more explicit information. For this
case we give a complete solution to the converse of Theorem 5.1. First we prove the

theorem for X= Y.
5.4. Theorem. Ln * Ln=Ln if and only if there is an open set O0 '« r sucn tnat
0.^ = 0. l.a.e. and such that Í20D0= Ü0.
Proof. Assume that La * Ln=Ln. We will show that we can take O0 to be T. By

Theorem 4.14, T= O l.a.e., by Lemma 4.12(f) T is open (G=3~X).In order that the
definition of D0 as T satisfy the conclusions of the theorem, we need only show that

7T=7'. Since
TT £ (ioT)(ieT) = (i0O)(ißT) £ (d0O.)(ic,T),
Lemma 4.13(h) yields 7T£r, whereas T£7Tby Lemma 4.12(h) since LT=La.
To prove the converse, we first show that 0=T l.a.e. By Lemma 4.12(h)
7T£ O0O0 = O0, while by Lemma 4.13(h), O-0O0£ T, since £20is open. Then Theorem
4.14 wraps it up: Ln * Ln=LT=La.

5.5. Theorem. La * LY=LY if and only if there exist Í20£ Í2 and G-open F0£ X
such that O0 = O l.a.e., Y0= Y l.a.e., and such that O0Y0= Y0.
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Proof. We show that Cl0= Cl n dCl and Y0= T satisfy the requirements, under
the assumption thatFn * LY=LY. Clearly Cl0= Cl l.a.e. By virtue of Theorem 4.14,
T= F l.a.e. This means thatLn() *LT=LT, so that by Lemma 4.12(h) T^Cl0T. On
the other hand, Cl0T^(dCi)(i0T) = (dCl)(ieiY)^T by Lemma 4.13(h). The converse
can be proved virtually the same as the converse in Theorem 5.4.
Assuredly, if Lr »IjÇ C(X), then T is open in &~,so we obtain Y0 open in that
topology.
If 1 e i/O, then by Lemma 3.1, Ln contains an approximate identity (u,)^, of Lr.
For every keLY we then have k = lim¡ w¡* k e La * LY. Thus we obtain

5.6. Theorem. IfledCl

and Ln*LY^LY, then La * LY=LY.

5.7. Corollary. Let QcTk
such that 1 edil and Ln is a subalgebra of Lr.
Then there is an open Cl0s=Tsuch that Cl0= Cl l.a.e. and Cl0Cl0= Cl0.
It is worth noticing that F may well contain open subsets Cl with CICl= Cl while
1 ^ dCl. For an example, let F be the additive group of the reals with the discrete
topology, and Q={<re F : o>0}.
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